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Let (X, 3F) be a sample space, 0 c Rm be an open set and a family & = 
= \PQ\ Oe 0} of probability measures be defined by means of density functions 
f(x, 6) = ^ (x), 
d/i 
where /i is a cr-finite measure on 3F. We assume that the distribution of x belongs 
to the family 0>. For every n let x(,,) = (x,, ..., xn) denote n independent observa-
tions, 
L{x("\ 6) = f l Axj, 0) 0-1) 
. 7 = 1 
be the corresponding density function and for H cz 0 let 
L(x{"\H) = supeeHL(x
i"\6). (1.2) 
Let us consider testing the hypothesis H against the alternative 0 — H by means 
of the statistic 
_ 2 l o g ^ Q , (1.3) 
L(x{"\ 0) 
where log denotes the logarithm to the base e. This statistic can be difficult to 
compute, partly because the function 
«F(0*) = log L(x(w), 0*) 
may have several maxima on H. However, in some situations the set H is 
convex, and if 6n denotes the maximum likelihood estimator MLE, then the 
Fisher information matrix J(0n) is of full rank almost everywhere. Hence almost 
everywhere the quadratic form 
Q(e*) = (9n-e*yj(en)(0„-o*) 
199 
attains its minimum on the closure H in a unique point nn(6n). We show in 
Theorem 2.1 that nn(0n) is an estimator asymptotically equivalent to the restric-
ted MLE. A statistic based on this projection estimator is used in Section 3 for 
the statistical quality control in the case of two normally distributed com-
ponents with unknown correlation coefficient. 
2. Main result 
First we impose regularity conditions on the density functions and introduce 
several notations and notions. 
Let 0 be an arbitrary point in 0. 
(R1) The function f(x, 0) is positive on X and has all partial derivatives of the 
third order, and they are continuous in 6. 
(R2) There are a neighbourhood Ue c= 0 of the point 6 and a P0 integrable 
function Qe such that 
93 \ogf(x, 0) 
60,60,90, 
^ Q (x) 
for each x e X, 6*eUe and /, j, k 
(R3) The vector 
L m. 
6 log f(x, 0) jðlogЛх, 0) Ô logДх, 0)V 
60 60, 60m 
where the prime denotes the transpose of the vector, belongs to L2(Pe), and its 
covariance matrix J(0) is strictly positive definite. 
(R4) The equalities 
Í — f(x, )dџ(x) = 0, ðØ 80,-60, f(x, )dџ(x) = 0 
hold for i,j= 1, ..., m. 
The main assertion of this section concerns the testing of a hypothesis H. In 
accordance with [2] a set H a 0 is said to be approximable at Be H by a cone 
C if for every sequence {an} of positive numbers tending to zero 
s u p M j , C + 0); yeH, \\y - 0\\ = a„) = o(an) 
sup{v(y, H - 0); yeC, \\y\\ <: an) = o(an). 
(2.1) 
Here v(y, A) = inf{||y — z\\; zeA}, \\ • || is the usual Euclidean norm on Rm and 
by the cone we mean any non-empty closed convex subset C of Rm such that 
aye C whenever a ^ 0 and ye C. 
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We shall write in most cases J instead of J(6) and P(A) instead of Pe(A). 
Similarly, the symbols 0P, oP relate to the measure P = Pe. Throughout this 
section 0 will be an arbitrary point, fixed and belonging to 0. It is shown in [6] 
that under the conditions (Rl)—(R4) one can construct measurable mappings 
6n: X
n -> 0 (2.2) 
and measurable sets An a X
n such that 
QL=,+J-1„-,aiogLix^f) + 
60 
d\ogL(x(n\On) = () ^heneverx(n)eA ( 2 4 ) 
60 
P(A„)^1 if n-*oo. (2.5) 
If we denote for ye Rm 
= (y'J(9)yr2, \\\y\\\ = (y'J0n)y)
]'2, (2.6) 
then HI-||| and |||-||| are norms on Rm and the following assertion holds. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 06 H. Let us assume that all the elements of the matrix J(0) 
possess partial derivatives of the first order continuous in 0. Let the set H be 
approximable at 6 by a cone C, and measurable mappings dn : X" —> H satisfv the 
conditions (cf (1.2)) 
P[L(x(n\ 8?) = L(x(n\ H)] -> 1 if n -* oo 
8" -* 0 in P0 measure. 
(I) Let H be the closure of the set H. If n„(6„): X"->H are measurable 
mappings such that (cf. (2.6)) 
1110; - *M)III2 = inf{|||0; - 0*lll2; 0*eH} + oP(n~% (2.8) 
then 
d„H=7t»0n) + oP(n-^). (2.9) 
(II) IfP[L(x(n\ §„) = L(x(n\ 0)]^\, then 
if[n(B„ - 7tn"(0n))'J0n) 0„ - n»0n)) I Pe] -> <£\g(z, C) I N(0, J-')], 
(2.10) 
where -> denotes the weak convergence of probability measures and the func-
tion g is defined by the formula 
g(z, C) = inf^eC(z - 6*)'J(z - 0*). (2.11) 
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Let us denote for any closed convex set Vc Rm by nv the projection on V in 
the norm |||-||| (cf. (2.6)). Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 2.1, we 
introduce the following assertion. 
Lemma 2.1. If the assumptions of the preceding theorem are fulfilled, then 
9H=7rc + e(dn) + oP(n-^
2). (2.12) 
Proof. First we prove that 
logL(x<">, 5H) = \ogL(x{n\ nc+e(6n)) + oP(\). (2.13) 
According to the regularity conditions, (2.3) and the central limit theorem 
Qn=e+0p(n-
xl2). (2.14) 
According to Lemma 4.1 in Appendix |||1rc(y)||| 5S |||y|||, which together with 
7rc+oiy)==7tc(y_e) + e ( 2 1 5 ) 
and with (2.14) implies the relation 
nc+e(6n)=9+0P(n-
Vi2). (2.16) 
Making use of (2.14), (2.16), Taylor's theorem, (2.4), (2.5) and the equality 
logL(x(">, nc + e(6n)) = logL(x<">, 6„) - 2 g(6n, C+0) + oP(\). (2.17) 
According to Lemma 1 in [2] under the validity of (2.7) 
8n"=0+OP(n-
li2). (2.18) 
Hence given e positive one can choose a positive constant Mc such that the sets 
Hn = {9*eH; \\0* - 0|| < n~
mME} satisfy 
lim sup Pffi $ Hn] <e. (2.19) 
n 
Combining (2.14), Taylor's theorem, (2.4), (R2) and the law of large numbers 
we obtain 
logL(x<">, H„) = logL(x<">, Sn) -1 g(0n, Hn) + oP(\). (2.20) 
2 
Since the sequence {n]2(0n — 0)} is bounded in probability, from (2.1) and 
(z - e*yj(z - e*) - (z - dyj(z - d) ^ 2(z - e*yj(B- e*) (2.21) 
we get 
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g(6n9 C+O)- g(0n9 Hn) ^ oP(n~
x). (2.22) 
On the other hand, the inequality |||/rc(y)||| ^ |||y||| and the equivalence of the 
norms || • ||, ||| • ||| imply the existence of a positive constant K such that 
g(y, C) = inf{||y - 9\\2; \\S\\ ^ K\\y\\9 9eC}. 
Therefore denoting 
*„ = {x(w); \\en-e\\^2-
xK-]n-^Me} 
and taking into account (2.21) and (2.1) we see that 
[g(0n9 Hn) - g(9n9 C + 6)]xsn S oP(n~')9 (2.23) 
where XB„ ls the indicator function of the set Bn. Since we can assume without 
loss of generality that the constant M£ is chosen so that liminf P(Bn) > 1 — s, 
n 
the relations (2.23), (2.22), (2.20), (2.17) and (2.19) lead to (2.13). 
Further, making use of (2.14), (2.16), (2.18), Taylor's theorem, (R2), the law 
of large numbers, (2.4) and (2.5) we obtain 
\ogL(x<"\7tc + e0n)) = 
= iogL(x<">, 8n") + (n
c+\6n) - 9„"y
 a i o g L ( x ( " u c + W ) + 
+ ^\\\nc + e0n)-dn"\\\
2'+oP(\)= • 
2 
= logL(x(">, 9?) - n(nc + °(§n) - dH)'J(n
c + \Gn) - ft) + 
+ -\\\Kc+e(0n)-da\\? + oP(\). (2.24) 
2 




which together with (2.24), (2.16), (2.14) and (2.13) yields 
-n(nc + "(ft) - nc +*(%))'J(nc+°(§n) - ft) + 5 |||/r
c+ «(ft) - Jpj|f = o,(l). 
But (2.15) holds, and according to Lemma 4.1 in the Appendix the first term of 
this equality is non-negative, which implies (2.12.) 
Now we prove (2.9). It is clear from (2.12) that the relation 
nc + \Qn) = 7t"(6n) + oP(n-W) (2.26) 
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implies (2.9). We shall prove this equality in two steps. The first one is to prov^ 
that 




where Kc + e is the projection on C + 6 in the norm |||-|||, described in (2.6)-
Taking into account (2.15) and Lemma 4.1 from the Appendix we get 
\nc + e(dn) - ň
c+60n)\\\
2 ú \\\*C0„ ~0)- Ac(Šn - 6)\\\
2 + 
+ 2(nc(Qn -9)- ň
c(9„ - ff))'J(§n -9- n
c(ěn - 9)). 
Hence the equivalence of the norms || • ||, ||| • ||| means that the validity of (2.27) 
will be stablished by proving 
|||3, - 9- nc(Qn - 9)\\\
2 - Hid, - 9- nc(9n - 9)\\\
2 =- oP(n-
1). (2.28) 
To do this, let us choose a positive constant Z£ such that the sets Dn = {x(n)', 
nll2\\§„ - 0|| ^ ZJ satisfy the inequality 
liminfB(D„)> 1 - e. (2.29) 
n 
Since the derivatives of the information matrix J are continuous, 
supxWeDj|J(ft) - J|| = 0(n"
,/2). (2.30) 
Therefore if we denote for a positive define matrix 3 by s(3) its smallest and by 
G(3) its greatest characteristic root, then making use of the fact that 
\*Ay\£\\z\\ || A|| 11/11 (2.31) 
implies |s(J) - 5(3)| = || J - 31| and |G(J) - G(3)| = ||J - 3||, we get the exis-
tence of an integer n0 such that 
s = inf^„oinfx(rt)GDns(J(^)) G = supn^nosupx(n)eDnG(J(6n)) 
are finite positive numbers. Hence from (2.30), (2.31) and from the inequalities 
IPcO0lli = lllylll lll/rc(y)||| = lllylll (2.32) 
we obtain 
supxWe0J|||4 - 9- ri
c(dn - 9)\\\
2 - \\\§H -9-n
c(Bn - 9)\\\
2\ = o(n~x). 
(2.33) 
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A similar process, applied to the metrics Q, Q induced by the norms III • III and III • III 
respectively, leads to 
^pxMeDn\Q
20n -6,C)- Q
20„ - 0, C)\ = o(n~l), 
which together with (2.33) and (2.29) yields (2.28). 
Now when we know that (2.27) holds, we prove 
nc + °0n) = ix
H0n) + oP(n~
m). (2.34) 
Taking into account both (2.15) and Lemma 4.1, we get 
\\\nc+°0n) - u
H0M = \\\it
c + e0„) - /r/M)|||2 + 
+ 2[nc+°0n) - ri
c + \nH0„))\30„)0„ - nc + 90n)]. (2.35) 
However, (2.1) and (2.8) imply the relation 
\\\7tc+e(7tH0„)) - 7T„H0n)\\\
2XD„ = oP(n~>) 
and substituting into (2.35) we see that the validity of (2.34) will be established 
by proving 
supxin)EDn\Q
20n, H) - Q20„, C+6)\ = o(n~'). (2.36) 
Obviously, Q0„, H) ^ Q0n, 9) implies the existence of a O* = 0*(n~
m) such 
that for all x(n)eDn and n — n0 
Q0„, H) = Q0„, H*), 
where H* = {0*eH; \\9* - 6\\ = O*}. Further, given 0(n~
1'2) one can find a 
sequence O* = 0*(n~m) such that 8eC and ||^|| = 0(n~
m) imply 
Q0+ 6, H) = Q0+ 6, H*). 
Hence making use of (2.32), (2.21), (2.30), (2.31) and (2.1) we obtain (2.36), 
which completes the proof of the assertion (I). 
Taking into account (2.36) and (2.16) we get 
"1113, - *M)III2 = ng0„, C+0) + oP(\), (2.37) 
which together with (2.3), the central limit theorem and the continuity of 
g(-,C) yields (2.10). 
We remark that if the mappings rtH0„) from Theorem 2.1 take their values 
in H, then by means of (2.9) one can prove 
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logL(x(">, « M ) ) - logL(xw, 9?) + 0|,(1). (2.38) 
But (2.13) and (2.17) imply that 
T(xln) 0") 
- 2 log ; * ; : ; - ng(e„, c+e) + oP(i). 
L(X{"\ e„) 
Combining this with (2.38), (2.37) and (2.10) we obtain the relation 
L(*<"UM)| 
se •21og- Pø 2>[g(z,C)\N(0,J->)] (2.39) L(x{n\ e„) 
which can also serve as a basis for the construction of a test of the hypothesis H. 
3. Applications 
Let us denote 
& = {(Aii, ^ 0"i, °2, Q)'\ <*I > 0, CT2 > 0, |£>| < 1}, (3.1) 
where & denotes the transpose of the column vector 6. For each parameter 
0= (pu jj2, cjl9 (j2? gy letf(-, 0) be the density of the 2-dimensional normally 
distributed random variable X = (Xu X2)\ possessing the means //,, //2, the 
variances of, cr2
2 and the correlation coefficient Q. After some computation 
we obtain that the densities {f(-, 0); 06 0} satisfy the regularity conditions 
(Rl)—(R4) from Section 2 and the information matrix 
where 
J = ( o ; ° ) ' (3-2) 
, _ (V 2 ( l - <?2Y' , -<?[<r,<72(l - Q
2)V\ n ^ 
^ " U ^ o i O - f f 2 ) ! - ' , o-2-
2(l-^)-' / ( } 
/(2-ff2)[o?(l-<?
2)]- ' , - c V i O i O - C 2 ) ! - ' , - ^ . ( l - ^ 2 ) ] - ' 
J2 = -<?
2[<W1 - ^2)]- ' , (2 - o2)[o-2(l - Q*)]-\ -QfaQ - e2)}-1 
K-Qfav-Q2)]-1 , -e[o-2(i-e
2)]-' , (i + £>2)(i-^2r2, 
(3.4) 
Let c be a positive constant, M,, M2 real numbers and 
H = {6>e 0 ; //, + co-, = M,, A.2 + co-2 ̂  M2}. (3.5) 
Since according to [7] the probability Pe(Xt ^ M,, X2 ^ M2) is a non-decreasing 
function of the correlation coefficient, one can easily prove the following state-
ment. 
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Lemma 3.1. (I) If c is the (1 — A/2yquantile of the one-dimensional standard 
normal distribution, then for each 6e H 
Pe(X] = MX9 X2 = M2) = 1 - A. (3.6) 
(II) The condition from (I) cannot be relaxed, i.e. ifc is smaller than the(\ — A/2)-
quantile9 then there is a parameter OeH for which (3.6) does not hold. 
Thus (3.5) implies (3.6) and it is of statistical interest to test the hypothesis 
H under normality assumptions. To do this by means of (2.10), let for n 
independently observed values x,, ..., xn of the vector X the symbol 0„ denote 
the MLE of 0, i.e. 
Sn = (x(l)9x(2)9s]9s29QY9 (3.7) 
where x(l)9 x(2) are sample means and s]9 s2 are sample standard deviations of 
the corresponding coordinates, and g is the sample correlation coefficient. Since 
according to [1] the equality (2.4) holds, {0„} satisfy the conditions (2.2)—(2.5). 
If J(0) is the matrix (3.2) and KH(Z9 0) is the projection of z on the closure H in 
the norm |||z||| = (z'J(0)z)1/2, computed by means of the algorithm described by 
Lemma 4.2 from the Appendix, then the mapping KH is continuous. Hence the 
mappings KH(6n) = K
H(6n9 9n) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 and the 
following assertion holds. 
Theorem 3.1. Let the constant c in (3.5) be greater than 1. If t > 0, then 
sup0e„ lim Pe(Tn »t) = 
= 1 - [K-1 a r c t g ( r ' ) + 2-]F,(t) + K-1 arctg(y)F2(t)]. (3.8) 
In this notation 
T„ = n0„ - 7tM)yM)(0n ~ *M)), 
Fjis the chi-square distribution with] degrees of freedom, the function arc tg takes 
its values in the interval ( —TC/2, n/2) and 
y=[l + 2 ( ( c 2 + l ) 2 - 2 ) ' , ] , / 2 . (3.9) 
Moreover, if 6e& — H9 then 
lim Pe[Tn>M]= 1 (3.10) 
for eilery real number M. 
The meaning of this theorem is obvious. If t = t(a9 c) is the number for which 
(3.8) equals a and if % is the test rejecting (3.5) if Tn > t and accepting H 
otherwise, then {%} are consistent tests of H of the asymptotic size a. 
The proof of the theorem is an application of Theorem 2.1. To verify its 
assumptions, we use the following lemma, where Aj(0*) stands for the greater 
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and A2(0*) stands for the smaller characteristic root of the covariance matrix, 
corresponding to the parameter 0*. We remark that the following lemma is 
formulated generally, not especially for the case (3.5). It will be clear from the 
proof that the assertions of the lemma remain valid if 0 is replaced with the 
parameter set of the regular m-dimensional normal distributions and m is any 
positive integer. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 6e 0 and H = 0nS9 where S is a closed set. 
(I) There exist positive numbers dx > d2 and a positive number d such that if 
W]={6*e0; Xx(6*) > dx or ^(0*) < d2} 
w2 = {e*€0-w]; I I / I * - A I | | > < / } ,
 ( 3 ' n ) 
where n* is the vector of means corresponding to the parameter 0*, then the 
random variables L(-, W£)/L(-, 0) tend to zero in probability P0for j = 1 , 2 . 
(II) IfOe // , then there exist measurable mappings 9„\Xn^>H such that (2.7) 
holds. 
Proof. (I) Making use of the law of large numbers one obtains 
- logL(x(n\ 6) = -log27i - 2-
,log|X| - 1 + 0,(1), (3.12) 
n 
where .Tis the covariance matrix corresponding to 0. If XX(A) J_ ^(A) denote 
characteristic roots of the positive definite matrix A, then according to Theorem 
1.10.2 in [8] 
tr(AZ*-*)^i^ (3.13) 
j= i Xj(I*) 
Hence if we put s = ^(6) and denote T](z) = logz + s(2z)_1, then making use of 
the law of large numbers we get that with probability tending to 1 
i logL(x(w), 0*) ^ -\og2n - 2"1 £ T/(A,.(6>*)). (3.14) 
n j=i 
But //(z) attains its minimum atz z = s/2 and r/(z) -»oo i f z - » 0 o r z - + o o , and 
for this reason (3.12) and (3.14) imply the existence of d, and d2. The assertion 
on W2 can be proved similarly by means of 7/(z) 1_ //(s/2). 
(II) If we denote K= H — Wx— W2, then the assertion (I) implies that 
lim P[L(xin\ K) = L(x(n\ H)] = 1. 
« - • 00 
Since A,(0*) ^ max {of2, of2}, ^(0*) S min{of,of}and|i:*| = of 2of 2(1 - Q*2), 
it is obvious that the set K is compact. This according to Lemma 3.3 in Section 
5.3 of [6] means that there exist measurable mappings d": X" -> K such that 
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L(x(n\ 9?) = L(x(n\ K). Taking into account results of [9] we see that 9?-> 0in 
probability, hence (2.7) holds. 
Now we may apply Theorem 2.1. Since J = DND, where 
-ft- a «-(-'i. 7 
/ 2 - ^ 2 , -Q\ -Q 
N 2 = _ ^ - , 2 - p
2 , -Q | (3.15) 
V -f t - f t (1 + Q2W - Q% 
and D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal cr,-'(l — Q2)~1'2, (xf'O — £>2YI/2, 
oT'O - Q2)~"2, ojf'O - e2) -"2 , (1 - e2)~1/2 we obtain from (2.10) that for 
every t positive 
lim Pe(T„ > 0 = P(v
2(z, N ,/2DC) > t\N(0, l5)). (3.16) 
n-* oo 
In this notation i; is the distance from a set in the usual Euclidean norm and C 
is the the cone by means of which the set H is approximable at 0. But H is 
approximable by R5 if 0 is an inner point of / / , by the cone {xeR5; x, + 
+ cx3 ^ 0} if //, + ccr, = M,, /i2 + c<r2 < M2 and in the ease //, + co; = M„ 
/ = 1, 2, the set / / is approximable at 6 by the cone 
C = {xe_i?5; JC, + cx3 = 0, x2 + cx4 _̂  0}. 
Thus using this notation, denoting the left-hand side of (3.8) by P and taking 
into account the equality DC = C we see that 
P = suPk)|<1P[i;
2(z, Wf2C) > t\N(0, l5)]. (3.17) 
One can easily find out that 
N' ~^S2\ o, (1-eMs; 
2 _ l / 2 \ / 2 - l / 2 -
*i=l . 2-1/2 j . -*2 = ^2-i/2f (
3-18) 
Solving the equations |N2 — Al3| = 0 we get 
A, = 2 A2 = [2(l-0
2)r '(_ + a) A3 = [ 2 ( l - e
2 ) r ' ( e - a ) 
_ = 3(1 - p2) + 2Q4 a = [1 - 2p2 + 13p4 - 12^6 + 4Q*]"2. 
Since a2 = e2 — 8(1 — @2)2 > 0 if \Q\ < 1, these expressions are well-defined. Let 
us denote 
• [ (4a)- ' (a-y)] l / 2 
P, = | - 2 - " 2 ) p2 = | - [ ( 4 a ) - ' ( a - y ) f
2 
[(2a)-'(a+y)] l /2signft> 
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A(4a)-"(a+7)] , / 2 
P 3 = [(4a)- ' (a+y)]
, / 2 ) (3.19) 
\[(2a)- ,(c7-r)]"2signe / 
/ = - l + 5 e 2 - 2 e 4 , 
where sign Q equals 1 or — 1 for Q >, 0 or Q < 0, respectively. Since a2 — 72 > 0 
if 0 < \Q\ < 1, these vectors are well-defined. But N2Pj = ^-Pj and the vectors 
Pi, P2, P3 are orthonormal, from which 
'A,1'2, 0, O \ (p\ 
Nf = (Pl, p2, Pi)[ 0, A'
2, 0 )[p'2) (320) 
0, 0, A , /2/ V P V 
Substituting (3.20) and (3.18) into (3.17) and utilizing the fact that the or-
thogonal transformation 
K= p\\z (3.21) 
preserves N(0, l5), we get 
P = suplcl < , P[v\y, C ) > /1 N(4 l5)]. (3.22) 
In this notation C, = {xeR 5 ; w\x 5S — |w2x|} and 
w,(l) = w,(3) = 0, VV,(2) = [ 2 ( 1 - Q ) ] - , / 2 
H',(4) = -c[(a- Y)(\ - Q2)]m[2a(e+ a)]" , /2 
w,(5) = c[(a+ /)(1 - ^2)] , / 2[2a(£- a)]""2 
vv2 = ([2(l +^) ] -
, / 2 , 0 , c/2,0,0). 
Applying to these vectors the Gram — Schmidt orthogonalization procedure one 
can find an orthonormal basis vv,, ..., vv5 of R
5 such that vvy = Hvv/ir'w, for 
j = 1,2. Therefore if W is the matrix whose jth row is the transpose of vv, for 
j = 1, ..., 5, then making use of the transformation u = \Ny we see that (3.22) 
holds with C, = {zeR5; ||w,||z, = -||w2ll NJ- But 
K l l 2 llw.ir2 = (2 + c2 + C2Q)(\ -Q)(2 + C2 + 2Q + C2Q2)-] 
and since c > 1, this function attains its maximum for Q = —c~2. This means 
that 
P = P[v2(y,D)>t\N(0, \2)], (3.23) 
where D = {xsR2; Xi<. — y|x2|} and 7 is the number (3.9). But according to 
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Lemma 1 in [4] 
P[v2(y, D)^t\N(0, l2)] = 
= [2"1 - ic-]arctan(y)] + 2" ,P;(0 + [2"1 - n~] arc tan (y~x)]F2(t) 
and taking into account both (3.23) and the formula arc tan (y) + arc tan (y~x) = 
= n/2 we obtain (3.8). 
If 6e 0 — //, then making use of 6n -> 0, 0£H one can easily prove (3.10). 
We remark that if 0 < c ̂  1, then the function ||w2ll
2 ll^ill-2 attains its 
maximum for Q = — 1. Thus in this case (3.23) and (3.9) hold with y = 21/2C_1, 
and (3.10) also remains valid. 
Theorem 3.1 of this section deals with the quality control of two possibly 
correlated normally distributed components. We remark that quality control of 
finitely many independent normally distributed components was investigated in 
[4] and [5]. In these papers formulas for the MLE of the parameter under the 
constraints //, + ccTj _̂  Mj9 //7 — coy ̂  mj and the asymptotic distribution of the 
maximum likelihood ratio test statistic are presented. 
4. Appendix. 
The topic of this section are some basic properties of projections on convex 
sets and on finite intersection of half-spaces. 
Lemma 4.1. Let C be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space L, and nc be 
the projection on the set C. 
(I) If zeC, then (y — nc(y), z — nc(y)) ^ 0 and the distance v(y, nc(y) + 
+ a(z — nc(y))) is increasing on the segment z, ;rc(y) towards z. 
(II) If C is a cone, then the vectors y — nc(y), nc(y) are orthogonal, 
\\nc(y)\\ S llyll and (y - nc(y\ z) ^ Ofor each zeC. 
Proof. Assertion (I) can be found in [3, p. 69]. If C is a cone, then the 
function g(a) = ||y — a;rc(y)||2 attains its minimum in a = 1, and therefore 
g'(\) = 0. Hence (y, nc(y)) = ||1rc(y)||2, the vectors y — nc(y), nc(y) are or-
thogonal and the lemma is proved. 
Let J be a symmetric positive definite m x m matrix and Rm be the Hilbert 
space with the inner product [x, y] = x'Jy. If aeRm is a non-zero vector and b 
is a real number, then C = {xeRm ; a'x + b ̂  0} is a convex set. It is easy to 
verify that the mapping 
nc{x) = U-{a'^aY\a'x + b)^a x*C ^ 
is the projection of x on C in the norm 
HMii = (x'jxy*. ( 4 2 ) 
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The formula (4.1) obviously remains valid if the inequality in C is replaced with 
equality to zero. If a,,..., an are non-zero vectors, b,,..., bn are real numbers and 
C(j) = {xeRm; a]x + bj = 0} C(/,, ...,j,) - f l
 C(A)> 
then the following assertion holds. 
Lemma 4.2. 7/*;rc denotes the projection of x on the set C = C(12 ... n) in the 
norm (4.2), then 
Kci23...n){x) if n
C{™' n)(x)eC(\) 
n<*"'~H)(x) if ncV'n)(xHC(\), nc^-n)(x)eC(2) 
nC{x) = \n«]1-"-])(x) ifnc"'"J-*+u''H)(x)tC(j) j=l,...,n-l, 
n
c«-»~])(x)eC(n) 
nH(x) if *c<l'~J-v+x'"H)(x)tC(j) j= 1, ..., n9 
where H={xeRm\ c'jX + bj = 0j= 1, . . . , " } • 
Proof. Let us assume that nC(l~J-lJ+l-H)(x)$C(j). Then the segment S 
with the end-points i£(x)9 n
C{] ~J']J+ ] "n)(x) is a subset of C(l ...j - lj + 1 ... n) 
and the distance v(z9 x) increases on S towards n
c(x). \{a'j7tc(x) + bj < 0, then 
the function g(z) = a]z + bj attains different signs at the end-points of S. This 
implies the existence of an internal point zeS such that g(z) = 0. Hence 
Z G C ( 1 ...j— l j+ 1 . . .n)nC( j) and since v(z9 x) < v(n
c(x)9 x)9 we obtain a 
contradiction. Hence g(nc(x)) = 0 and the lemma is proved. 
Since the closure of the set (3.5) is determined by the inequalities 
//, + ccr, - Af, = 0, n2 + CG2 - M2 = 0, 
- ( 7 , ^ 0 , -a2 = 09 Q-\=09 - Q - \ = 0 
and the projection on the intersection of the hyperplanes determined by some 
of these inequalities can be computed by a derivation, the previous lemma yields 
a recurrent algorithm for the computation of the projection of the estimate 6n 
on the set H in the metric, induced by the Fisher information matrix J(0„). 
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О ПРОВЕРКЕ ГИПОТЕЗ АППРОКСИМОВАТЕЛЬНЫХ КОНУСАМИ 
РгапШек ЯиЬПк 
Резюме 
Пусть 3(6) обозначает информационную матрицу Фишера. Если ^-оценка максимального 
правдоподобия неизвестного параметра в, тогда выборочной информационной матрицей 
мы называем матрицу 3 = 3(0). В статье показано, что при условиях регулярности, обеспе­
чивающих асимптотическую нормальность оценки максимального правдоподобия, и при 
предположении аппроксимовательности гипотезы Я конусом, оценка максимального прав­
доподобия параметра при условии Я является асимптотически эквивалентной с проекцией 
ОМП на Я, вычисленной по норме, порождённой выборочной информационной матрицей. 
Это позволяет найти асимптотическое распределение расстояния ОМП от гипотезы Я в этой 
метрике. Это расстояние использовано для статистического контроля качества двухмерных 
нормальных величин с регулярной дисперсионной матрицей. 
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